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Abstract—With the growing complexity and volume of data, visualizations have become more intricate, often requiring advanced techniques to convey insights. These complex charts are prevalent in everyday life, and individuals who lack knowledge in data visualization may find them challenging to understand. This paper investigates using Large Language Models (LLMs) to help users with low data literacy understand complex visualizations. While previous studies focus on text interactions with users, we noticed that visual cues are also critical for interpreting charts. We introduce an LLM application that supports both text and visual interaction for guiding chart interpretation. Our study with 26 participants revealed that the in-situ support effectively assisted users in interpreting charts and enhanced learning by addressing specific chart-related questions and encouraging further exploration. Visual communication allowed participants to convey their interests straightforwardly, eliminating the need for textual descriptions. However, the LLM assistance led users to engage less with the system, resulting in fewer insights from the visualizations. This suggests that users, particularly those with lower data literacy and motivation, may have over-relied on the LLM agent. We discuss opportunities for deploying LLMs to enhance visualization literacy while emphasizing the need for a balanced approach.
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1 INTRODUCTION

A broader spectrum of people are encountering visualizations in daily contexts, such as in digital news media and social media platforms. While simple charts such as bar and line graphs are the most commonly utilized [1], more intricate visualizations are also reaching a wider audience [2]. For example, Bloomberg annually publishes dozens of data stories, showcasing visualizations like bubble sets, treemaps, and Sankey diagrams, often enhanced with composite visualizations and custom encodings for better storytelling (Fig. 1).

The majority of people still have limited proficiency in understanding complex visualizations beyond basic charts [3], [4]. When trying to make sense of complex visualizations online, these individuals are left with little choice but to rely on accompanying explanatory text. However, the text may have its limitations in fully grasping the visual encodings and in accurately discerning the insights as demonstrated by the visualization. Efforts to bridge the visualization literacy gap have, until now, mainly focused on formal learning environments [5] or instructional tools [6], [7]. These solutions, though, are indirect and distant, lacking the immediate and contextual support needed when a novice wants to understand charts in real-world situations.

The recent advancements in large language models (LLMs) such as ChatGPT [9] present new opportunities for visualization novices to engage with and learn from visualizations found in real-world contexts. Several tools have used LLMs to develop natural language interfaces for data visualizations [10], [11]. However, these tools primarily concentrate on articulating user queries to generate charts and analyze data, rather than aiding individuals in better understanding the charts’ meanings. Given their extensive knowledge base, LLMs possess considerable potential as personalized tutors. Yet, their effect on enhancing a novice’s comprehension of charts is only beginning to be explored.

The inherently visual nature of data representations makes visual cues crucial. However, most existing LLM applications focus predominantly on text-driven interactions. When interpreting charts, individuals often change their viewpoint and highlight specific visual elements, actively engaging with the visualization [12]. Active learning theory indicates that such cross-modal experiences enhance learning [13]. This suggests that the text-centric commu-
Fig. 2. The interface used in our experiment. The chart view (A) displays a chart alongside a basic caption (A3). Users can manipulate charts using interaction buttons (A1) and a time slider (A2), with their interactions represented as annotations (A4). In the chatting interface (B), the LLM provides assistance in chart comprehension. Users can ask a question or share a visualization (B1), which delivers the current chart annotations to the agent, displayed as an embedded snapshot (B2). The LLM agent may propose new annotations (B3) and suggest follow-up questions for further analysis (B4).
sought answers from the LLM for questions that could be easily answered by examining the chart, demonstrating a strong system dependence and reduced chart interaction. On the other hand, participants more experienced in data analysis utilized the LLM agent as a practical supplementary aid. They actively engaged with the charts manually and avoided unnecessary reliance on the LLM agent. These participants used the LLM for abstract, higher-level insights related to domain-specific and contextual knowledge beyond basic chart interpretation.

Our findings suggest that LLMs possess the potential to offer on-demand support for visualization novices encountering and seeking to interpret unfamiliar visualizations in daily contexts. Additionally, in such interactions with LLMs, visual communication can enhance textual communication by adding an extra layer of expressiveness. However, this comes with potential drawbacks; excessive reliance on LLMs could reduce the amount of engagement with visualizations and make the experience less fruitful. In our discussion, we align with the cognitive model of visualization novices [2] to understand these results. We also explore the potential of various annotation spaces to enhance visual communication and discuss how LLMs could expand their role beyond improving visualization literacy, such as by aiding in the creation and evaluation of visualizations.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Visualization Novices and Education

Visualizations are becoming increasingly common in various public sectors such as healthcare and finance. While basic charts like pie and bar charts are the most frequently used [1], the public is also experiencing a growing exposure to advanced visualizations [2]. The majority of people still find complex charts such as treemaps and parallel coordinate plots (PCPs) unfamiliar and often struggle to interpret them compared to basic charts and graphs (e.g., pie charts, line graphs) [4], [3]. Lee et al. [2] investigated the challenges novices face when encountering unfamiliar visualizations. They emphasized the complexity of building accurate mental models for both understanding charts and interpreting data, a process of trial and error raising numerous questions at different stages.

Considering the difficulty of spontaneous engagement in such learning, efforts are being made to empower a broader demographic (e.g., those in remote, data-poor areas [18]) with the skills to read and comprehend visualizations. Research interests range from understanding basic visualizations [19], [20], to more advanced formats like treemaps [21], parallel coordinate plots [7], network visualizations [5], and interactive visualizations [22]. Despite the effort to establish clear objectives and research questions on visualization literacy education [23], traditional methods such as classrooms [24] and online courses [5] face limitations in cost and scalability.

Interactive learning tools have demonstrated their effectiveness in teaching visualizations [6], [21], presenting a potential solution for scalable and cost-effective education. However, these programs must be carefully tailored to both the chart type and the readers. This is because “visualization novices” can greatly vary across different groups [25]. For instance, while children may have a similar graphical perception to adults, their ability to decode visual representations is not as developed [26].

In this paper, we defined a visualization novice as an individual who has not received formal education in visualization beyond basic statistical charts and seldom encounters visualizations in daily life. Following this definition, we explored how adult novices learn advanced visualizations with the help of an LLM agent, seeking opportunities for developing on-demand literacy education programs for adults focused on unfamiliar visualizations.

2.2 LLMs in Visualization Education

Traditional courses present a higher barrier because individuals must actively seek out these courses and invest dedicated time and effort over a fixed period. Interactive learning tools are often tailored for very specific situations and chart types, which do not generalize well to the real-world visualizations people encounter in daily contexts.

Recently, large language models have demonstrated proficiency in a broad range of tasks. These tasks extend beyond typical natural language processing tasks such as summarization and translation [27], [28], to factual and reasoning tasks, as seen with OpenAI’s ChatGPT [9]. The GPT-4 model has also reported notable performance in chart reasoning [29]. This highlights the potential of large language models to aid novices in understanding charts in everyday contexts. Yet, concerns such as hallucinations and confabulations [15] can emerge as we integrate LLMs into learning.

Research on human-AI collaboration, particularly in creative domains, has highlighted key principles for designing AI systems that effectively work with humans. Users prefer to lead and control their interactions with AI, choosing even lower-performing AI models (e.g., [30], [31]) to maintain a sense of ownership [17], [16]. They find unexpected AI-generated results both inspiring [17], [32], [31], [33], [34] and useful as starting points [35], although these can be distracting for those with specific goals [17], [32], [34]. Expectations of AI systems vary, ranging from seeking help with mundane tasks [34], [36], desiring a partnership with a creative entity [32], [31], to using AI as a source of entertainment during tasks [34].

Our focus is on the application of LLMs in the context of learning visualizations, which may have different characteristics compared to creative domains. We investigated whether LLMs can be beneficial in this educational setting and identified any considerations or precautions that should be taken into account when designing educational systems incorporating LLMs.

2.3 Cross-modality in Understanding Visualization

Communicating on a visualization requires both visual (e.g., pointing) and lexical (e.g., describing) access. As there is an inherent gap between visual and lexical channels, significant research has aimed to bridge the gap. Efforts have been made to create visualizations from text [37], [38], [10], [11] or synchronize text and visuals through annotations [39]. Additionally, the accessibility domain has contributed to converting visualizations to text formats (e.g., [40], [41]).
along with an understanding of various levels of description that ranges from basic chart encoding description to those of cognitive-level findings and domain-specific reflections [42].

Understanding and explaining visualizations involves a more complex, qualitative, and unpredictable process [43]. Such an iterative process involves switching between text and visual elements to explore the data [14], [44] and to communicate those findings [45], [39]. Yet, the specific interaction of text and visual communication in enhancing visualization literacy among novices remains unexplored.

We explored the distinct roles and effects of text and visual communication when learners aim to interact with an LLM with the goal of learning how to read visualizations and uncover inherent data insights. We investigated how text and visual modes interplay throughout the learning process.

3 Formative Study

Our objective is to probe the potential effectiveness of LLMs in supporting the understanding of advanced visualizations by novices. We conducted an iterative formative study with six visualization novices to make informed decisions regarding the specific objectives, tasks, and features of the experimental interface. Before participation, all participants were asked about their familiarity with visualizations. They all reported they had not encountered complex visualizations beyond basic bar and line charts and had not regularly engaged with any visualizations. In the study, participants were presented with unfamiliar visualizations and asked to interpret and articulate them. We additionally provided them with our prototype interface that enables communication with LLMs, allowing us to monitor their inquiries. The prototype interface was similar to our experiment interface in overall functionality, but it initially lacked several features, which were gradually added as the study progressed. For example, it utilized non-temporal datasets, leading to no timeline feature, and it did not provide LLM’s suggested follow-up questions or visual responses.

Even though the visualizations were unfamiliar, participants formed an initial interpretation of the given charts without much struggle. However, their overall engagement with the chart was notably superficial. When given specific questions about charts to deepen their engagement, participants tended to focus solely on those questions, seeking answers with the least effort and overlooking the chart’s details. The introduction of an LLM had a limited impact on this behavior. Some participants simply relayed the given questions to the LLM and accepted the answers without critique. One participant expressed a preference for obtaining direct answers from the LLM, bypassing personal interpretation of the charts.

Consequently, the primary aim of the main study shifted to promoting deep engagement with charts beyond just data interpretation. The focus was on encouraging participants to identify overarching patterns and relationships in the chart as well as integrating their insights and prior knowledge. To achieve this, participants were assigned tasks related to preparing an imaginary presentation. In this task, they were required to introduce the chart and highlight what they found interesting in it, thereby encouraging a more thorough and active exploration of the charts.

The majority of queries directed to the LLM were related to specific data details, such as questions about the maximum or minimum values in certain categories. Even with a prototype interface allowing for direct annotation on and reference to the chart, participants tended to convert their visual questions (e.g., “Is the point in category A obscured by this cluster of points in category B?”) into textual data queries that can indirectly answer the question (e.g., “What is the minimum x and y value in the category A?”). This observation underscored the need to enhance our LLM-based features to foster more visually oriented dialogue. As a result, both the user and the LLM agent gained the capability to make direct annotations on the chart, communicating their intentions in both textual and visual formats.

4 Interface Design for User Study

This section outlines how we engineered the user interface and LLM-based features for our experiment. We organize our description around three central components: (1) the chart view and associated interactions, (2) the chatting interface coupled with visual communication features, and (3) the engineering of prompts for the LLM, enabling it to serve as an assistant capable of both instructing in chart comprehension and handling chart annotations (Fig. 2).

4.1 Chart View and Interactions on Chart

The chart view displays a chart to the user with basic caption and interaction features. For chart interactions, we intentionally made the feature simple and straightforward to ensure a seamless user experience and focus on evaluating the LLM’s efficiency in chart comprehension. There are three interaction buttons (Fig. 2-A1): “Zoom”, “Select Points”, and “Select Area.” These tools allow users to zoom into smaller areas and highlight data points or rectangular regions through click-and-drag actions. The results of these user interactions are immediately reflected as annotations on the chart (Fig. 2-A4). For instance, selecting certain data points will cause other unselected points to fade, emphasizing the selected points.

Every chart selected for our study features a timeline slider (Fig. 2-A2), allowing users to select a specific year to visualize from a predefined range. In this way, we incorporated the temporal domain into the charts to broaden the exploration scope, thereby enhancing the potential for users to uncover personalized data insights.

4.2 Visual Communication with the LLM

The chatting interface implements an interface that resembles common messenger applications with message bubbles (Fig. 2-B). When a user sends a message, the LLM agent processes the request and offers an answer. Both the user and the LLM agent can communicate using visual annotations on the chart. Users can initiate this interaction either by sending a message or by clicking on the share button (Fig. 2-B1) even without an explicit prompt. The user’s query is paired with current chart annotations, shown as a chart snapshot photo in the interface (Fig. 2-B2). The
LLM agent can similarly respond with chart annotations in a format mirroring the user’s, optionally embedding a chart snapshot photo in the response (Fig. 2-B3). If the user approves of the LLM’s suggested chart annotation, they can click on the snapshot to apply it to the chart view on the left. Beyond its primary response, the LLM agent also recommends follow-up questions based on the prior messages (Fig. 2-B4), enhancing user interaction and engagement.

Fig. 3 illustrates our implementation of visual communication with the LLM. The user’s text questions and visual annotations are translated into a JSON object following a predefined protocol and delivered to the LLM agent. To address the user’s question, the LLM agent requires access to the chart data. The system enables this by making the LLM agent write code to query the database. The system then executes the code, observes the results, and provides these results back to the LLM agent. The iterative process of code generation, execution, and result evaluation continues until the LLM agent determines a final answer. The final output formats as a JSON object, containing the text answer and a set of recommended follow-up questions (each with text questions and visual annotations), which renders on the interface.

4.3 LLM Prompt Design
We formulated the prompt for the LLM based on the “CSV agent” template proposed by LangChain [46]. This approach implements the ReAct (Reasoning and Acting) framework [47] to enable the LLM agent to read a CSV data file using Python code. We enhanced and adapted the prompt to enable the agent to comprehend the chart, understand the annotations on it, memorize previous chat history, and respond with suggested questions and annotations in addition to an answer to the original question.

Our prompt consists of the following sections. The overall task section outlines the agent’s role: assisting users in understanding unfamiliar charts. The visualization section details the chart type, encoding, axis, existence of a time slider, and other basic information like the presence of a tooltip, matching the level-1 description by prior work [42]. The chart annotation section explains the functionalities available to the user, such as setting the year, magnifying, and highlighting points and rectangular regions. It also details how agents receive this information in JSON format. The code of conduct section emphasizes the agent’s need to produce concise and short answers, focusing on chart details first but also answering general questions based on common knowledge. The output format section defines an output structure that includes a textual answer, chart annotations in JSON, and a list of recommended questions. It also specifies an intermediate output format for use when the agent needs to read the raw chart database using Python code. The chat history section includes the last ten messages between the user and the agent. Lastly, the query section contains the actual user input to be answered.

In experimental conditions that do not permit visualization-mediated communication, the chart annotation section and any references to chart annotation in the output format section are omitted. We used the “GPT-4-32k” model for our experiment. Detailed information is provided in the supplementary material.

5 EXPERIMENT DESIGN
5.1 Participants
We recruited participants through a local community platform accessible to residents of the local district, resulting in 26 participants (18 female, 8 male) with an average age of 28.0 (σ = 6.6), ranging from 22 to 54. Our recruitment survey featured questions on visualization familiarity, ensuring all participants selected were unfamiliar with visualizations. All 26 participants reported not having seen at least one of the three visualization types (i.e., scatterplot, treemap, and
parallel coordinates plot); 15 (58%) had not seen any, and 6 (23%) had not seen two types. 16 participants (62%) had not encountered any visualizations in the last three months. 23 participants (88%) indicated they would depend entirely on external resources, such as web search results, to understand unfamiliar visualizations before attempting interpretation on their own.

5.2 Chart and Data
For the advanced visualization, which many participants might find unfamiliar, we chose three types: a scatterplot with size and color encoding, a treemap, and a parallel coordinate plot.

This selection was adapted from directly relevant prior work that utilized treemaps, parallel coordinates, and chord diagrams [48]. These three visualization types are not included in the K-12 curriculum, and their underlying data structures are complex. Another study involving 53 ordinary participants (i.e., museum visitors) also showed that these visualizations are less familiar and more challenging to interpret than basic charts and graphs, such as bar and line charts [4]. Building on the selection of these three visualizations, we made a single modification: replacing the chord diagram with a scatterplot. This decision was made to avoid the additional challenge of understanding network data, which extends beyond interpreting visual encoding.

When selecting specific datasets for the three chart types, we followed various criteria to ensure the suitability and efficacy of each chart type. The selected data should be straightforward and familiar, enabling effortless engagement even for individuals with limited experience in visualization. Additionally, the data should include a temporal domain in it, allowing users to explore several years using a time slider and build an integrated understanding across multiple charts.

Table 1 displays the final charts used in our experiment, along with example insights that participants could potentially derive from it. For the scatterplot, the chosen data is from the national economic indicators (GDP, fetal mortality rate, and CO2 emissions) from Gapminder, which highlights the significance of the correlation between several pairs of variables. This choice is informed by the data’s compatibility with size and color coding, offering a clear insight into the relationships among the variables. The data for the treemap consists of the market capitalization and price changes of the top 200 stocks in the Korean national market, each associated with a specific sector. This data, inherently hierarchical and segmented, is ideal for a treemap, as it allows for meaningful comparisons between entities, with size and color coding reflecting distinct variables. The parallel coordinate plot, designed to represent multi-axial and inherently multivariate data, utilizes information on CO2 emission sources (e.g., from coals, from oils, from flaring, etc.) for each country.

5.3 Tasks and Conditions
The experiment adopted a within-subject design, wherein each participant underwent three distinct sessions. Each session was defined by a unique chart type—scatterplot, treemap, or parallel coordinate plot—and a specific form of assistance: web search, text-only LLM, or text+vis LLM. In the text+vis LLM condition, all features described in the Sec. 4 were all provided. In the text-only LLM condition, participants engaged exclusively in text-based communication for understanding the chart without the visualization-mediated communication features. For the web search condition, participants were not provided with LLM features and instead freely utilized their preferred search engine (e.g., Google). Participants divided the screen for both the chart and the web search window, ensuring constant, unhindered access to the search engine.

Among nine possible combinations from three chart types and three types of assistance, each participant randomly encountered three combinations in a balanced fashion, spanning all chart and assistance types. Utilizing an order-3 mutually orthogonal Latin square [49], we defined three sequences, each containing three combinations, to counterbalance the order effect of both conditions. Participants were randomly assigned to one of these three sequences.

Fig. 4 illustrates the task design in our experiment. To avoid a problem-solving mindset—seeking answers to the given question with minimal effort and neglecting the chart’s details, as discussed in Sec. 3—the task was designed to be a free exploration of the chart for the purpose of preparing for a team meeting. The following task prompt was given before every session to elicit active exploration and enhance motivation:

You are in a video-creating company that uses charts to explain the economy. You have a team meeting on (specific topic), and you must choose one chart on this topic and explain its contents and intriguing aspects to your team members. This chart was found on an online news media platform. Assume your team meeting is in 10 minutes, and use this time to explore the chart and prepare for the meeting.

We set an explicit 10-minute time limit to encourage participants to fully engage with the visualization within their assigned time, specifically aiming to deter them from exerting the minimum effort needed to complete the task and then disengaging. Additionally, the time limit helped keep the total duration of the experiment manageable to prevent participant fatigue.

During the Exploration stage, lasting up to 10 minutes, participants interacted with the chart and the corresponding assistance feature without any intervention from the experimenter. Following the exploration, participants entered the Insight Articulation stage where they articulated their understanding of the chart. In this stage, the interaction logs from the assistance feature were hidden, although the chart itself remained visible to the participants. In the Interaction Articulation stage, participants revisited and recounted their experiences with the assistance feature, examining their intentions and satisfaction from each transaction, with the interaction logs now made available. For instance, in scenarios where participants had chatted with the LLM, the chat history was hidden during the Insight Articulation stage, and then restored in the Interaction Articulation stage. They were instructed to recount from the beginning to the end of the chat, explaining their intention behind
TABLE 1
The scatterplot, treemap, and parallel coordinate plot used in our experiment. Each dataset is selected based on its relevance to generally familiar topics (economy, environment, and stock finances), and suitability to be represented by the corresponding chart type. Since each chart has a temporal domain, the chart shown is an example, representing one specific year. The table lists potential insights that can be gleaned from engaging with the charts.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Chart Example insights to be found</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• Points symbolize countries, colored by continent, showing a negative correlation between CO2 emissions (x-axis) and fetal mortality rate (y-axis), questioning their direct relationship.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Observable regional variations include African countries generally at upper left (higher mortality, lower emissions) and European countries at lower right (lower mortality, higher emissions). Historical data indicates a significant shift for Asian countries towards lower mortality and higher emissions from the 1950s to the 2010s.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The size (GDP) hints at a confounding link. Higher GDP countries often have better medical infrastructure, lower fetal mortality rates, and higher CO2 emissions.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• In 2013, many stock prices in green pointed to economic growth, contrasting with the red decline in 2018, worsening in 2023, potentially due to COVID-19, impacting the Korean economy.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Despite the downturn, the pharmaceutical sector displayed growth, highlighting its resilience or potential gain from the pandemic.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The service sector, especially IT, saw significant growth with Naver and Kakao emerging as major players by 2023.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• China and the USA stand as major outliers with the highest CO2 emissions from coal and oil respectively.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The “flaring CO2” axis underscores Russia’s substantial emissions, likely tied to significant natural gas production.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Most countries exhibit positive “exchange CO2,” indicating energy importation, while Russia and China’s negative values highlight their status as major global resource producers.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Each question and assessing the usefulness of the answers received. In the text+vis LLM condition, when users had constructed chart annotations for a question, the intention behind such construction was also inquired. For the web search condition, participants recounted their search histories and explained the usefulness of their searches. Concluding each session, a Debriefing stage involved a semi-structured interview capturing participants’ insights on the task difficulty, the utility of the assistance feature, and their overall experience. Participants also completed the NASA-TLX questionnaire [50] to assess cognitive load. The Insight Articulation, Interaction Articulation, and Debriefing stages held about 10 minutes in total.

After the completion of all three sessions, a Final Interview was conducted as a 20-minute semi-structured interview, wherein participants elaborated on how each assistance type uniquely contributed to their learning and compared between them. Finally, participants selected the most preferred assistance types based on their effectiveness in facilitating chart exploration.

5.4 Data Collection and Analysis
All data gathered from the experimental stages underwent both quantitative and qualitative analysis. For this purpose, the data were reorganized and subjected to a manual coding process as illustrated in Fig. 4.

5.4.1 Interaction Log Coding
Interaction logs from the Exploration stage of each session were compiled into an observation database. Each interaction between the user and the LLM agent is categorized as a transaction, which includes a user question, its origin (whether it was written by the user or was from the suggested questions of a previous message), the LLM agent’s answer, and its suggested next questions. In the text+vis
Fig. 4. The experiment followed a within-subject design. Each participant engaged in three sessions, each featuring a different chart and assistance type. Each session was divided into four stages, followed by a final interview after all sessions. Both quantitative and qualitative analyses were conducted on the collected data. Interaction logs were organized into a database and underwent a manual coding process. This process categorized user queries and LLM answers, which were also included in the analysis.

LLM condition, the transaction log also contains the user-input chart and LLM-output chart as snapshot images. The database is further augmented by aligning the user’s interview quotes in the Interaction Articulation stage with each chat transaction. This offers in-depth insight into the intention behind each question, the perceived usefulness of each answer, and the overall analytical progression.

The combined observation database underwent a manual coding process. This process categorized each text and visual query from the user, and visual answer from LLM, into distinct semantic categories. Two independent coders initially explored the category through an open coding process, later discussing and finalizing the categories and definitions for each type. For instance, Table 2 outlines the classification of text queries based on their domain and outcome, which subsequently underwent quantitative analysis. Visual queries were classified based on the user’s intended purpose, and the visual answers were categorized according to their impact on the user. Due to the relatively smaller number of identified visual queries and answers, these subsequently underwent qualitative analysis, which is detailed in the Result section.

5.4.2 Video Log Coding
To quantitatively measure the extent of participants’ direct engagement with visualizations or assistance features, we conducted additional video coding. Initially, by coding the first five videos, we ascertained that user interactions could be distinctly categorized into engagements with the visualization on the left side of the interface and with the assistance feature on the right side. Interaction events such as clicking, dragging, hovering (to view tooltips), and typing...
were used as criteria to segment each 10-minute exploration session into durations spent on these two types of activities. If a participant did not perform any action for more than 10 seconds, the duration thereafter was coded as time not attributed to either category until a new event occurred. Consequently, we quantified the total time spent interacting with either the visualization or the assistance feature during each 10-minute session. These quantifications were utilized for further quantitative analysis. The results of this video coding are provided in the supplementary material.

5.4.3 Quantitative analysis
In addition to the query type coded from the observation database, the quantitative analysis includes the number of insights, the NASA-TLX cognitive load scale, and the most favored assistance types. Insights are counted from the descriptions made in the Insight Articulation stage. While segmenting distinct insights from the textual description of the chart, we referred to the four-level model of semantic content [42], which defines multiple levels in the textual description of visualizations. This model categorizes insights from level 1 (elemental and encoded) to level 4 (contextual and domain-specific). Since we supplied the chart with captions explaining the data and basic encoding (classified as level 1 insight), we only counted levels 2 to 4 as a meaningful result of participants’ chart exploration. The segmentation process was two-fold: insights were first categorized according to their levels, and then within each level, further distinctions identified the diverse insights present. Lastly, all numbers in levels 2 to 4 insights are totaled to obtain the final insight count, serving as an indicator of achievement for each session.

5.4.4 Qualitative analysis
In addition to examining the patterns and effects of both users’ visual queries and LLMs’ visual answers, the qualitative analysis involved reflexive thematic analysis of interview quotes from Debriefing sessions and the Final Interview.

6 Result
6.1 Situated Support through a Language Model
There was a significant difference in preference when asked for the type of assistance they found most beneficial ($\chi^2(2) = 10.23, p < .05$). Among 26 participants, only 3 preferred web search the most, 7 preferred text-only LLM, and a notable 16 preferred text+vis LLM.

Participants often found it less advantageous to search the web to understand the charts. As one participant, P3, noted, “I first tried googling ‘reading parallel coordinate plot,’ but there weren’t results that I could understand, so I tried to figure it out myself.” Facing the challenge of deciphering unfamiliar charts, the burden of formulating a search query added the complexity, as expressed by P9, “I don’t even know what this chart shows, [...] it is all unknown to me, and it says you should ask that unknown thing.” In situations where participants desired to inquire about specific, contextual questions from the chart, web search engines were found to be less relevant. For example, P25’s web search on countries listed in the chart predominantly returned results related to Korea and East Asian countries, a bias introduced by the use of a Korean search engine. P14 wanted to understand the reason behind the apparent correlation between CO2 emissions and the child mortality rate shown in the chart. However, the search results primarily featured posts that focused on each attribute separately, without discussing the correlation between the two or exploring the general correlation in the topic.

In contrast, LLM agents could answer specific, contextual questions, as shared by P13, “We were looking at the same thing, so I could ask, ‘why does it go to a negative value?’”. LLM agents’ support extended to various levels, offering background knowledge related to the chart’s phenomenon (P14, P25) or providing summary statistics such as average, count, extrema, and correlations (P6, P20, P21). Many participants appreciated the LLM’s ability to show only relevant results, compared to the diverse and often unrelated results from web searches. Additionally, the conversational nature of an LLM further improved the engagement. As P25 highlighted, “Even though it’s an AI, it’s a conversation. I didn’t go off on tangents, instead, I tackled one topic at a time. If I was searching by myself, I might not have gotten anywhere after bouncing around different topics.”

We observed notable instances where LLM’s on-the-spot answers prevented participants from misinterpreting charts. P14 mistakenly thought a value was decreasing because the visual mark moved left. This error was corrected by the agent, highlighting that the value was actually increasing as the axis domain changed (Fig. 5-A). Another case involved P18, who tried to compare the area of “non-red” area between two treemaps (Fig. 5-B). Although he initially thought the two treemaps had significantly different areas in their non-red regions, the specific calculation provided by the LLM showed that the areas were not notably different, helping him to form a more accurate perception of the data presented.

Fig. 5. Two exemplary cases from the experiment demonstrate the LLM agent’s role in correcting users’ misinterpretations of charts. Case (A): the agent clarified that a visual mark moving leftward actually depicted an increase in value due to a change in the axis domain. Case (B): the agent calculated and indicated that the non-red areas do not have significant differences, contrary to a participant’s initial perceptions.
6.2 Enhanced Interaction through Visual Communication

We analyzed interaction patterns in visualization-mediated communication, where the participants exchanged annotated visualizations with LLM agents alongside text communication. We focused on understanding user-side phenomena in visual communication, specifically users’ motivations for making visual queries and the impact of visual responses on their analytical processes (Fig. 6).

6.2.1 Visual Queries

Participants’ visual queries were categorized into three primary intentions: exploratory, targeted, and confirmatory.

**Exploratory visual query** is a generalized way to spotlight a specific area on the chart. This marks the user’s exploratory intent to delve deeper into the highlighted area, albeit in a vague format since the user has not explicitly formulated what they want to investigate. Observations showed this could be a few manually selected points, points under certain categories, or regions marking clusters of data points. In certain cases, participants attempted to convey more meaning by sequentially highlighting different areas, expecting the LLM agent to grasp their higher intention. For instance, P10 and P13 sequentially shared charts of different years, anticipating the agent to present distinct summaries of changes and observations for each year. P21, highlighting two sectors in a treemap sequentially, anticipated the agent to provide insights about a noticed phenomenon where the two sectors appeared “similar in size but reversed in the order,” seeking an in-depth exploration and explanation of this occurrence. Many participants expressed the ease of conveying vague and abstract focuses to the agent through visual queries (P2, P7, P9, P14-P16, P19, P25). Participants highlighted the burden of formulating textual questions and emphasized that such inquiries are feasible only after understanding the chart (P3, P5, P7, P13-P16, P19, P21). P16 explained,

“I could just about manage to select areas or points and send them to the AI, then follow the recommended questions. But, having to come up with a specific text question? That was a hassle.”

**Targeted visual query** involves clearly marking certain points or areas on the chart that define the target of analysis, which is not specified in the textual question and can only be found in the visual selection. Targets range from data points, axes, half of the screen, or even the entire screen...
Many participants found this enabled them to confine their analysis to their interests, proving particularly helpful when it was cumbersome to write data focus for numerous, small, and clustered items. P21 utilized the ease of selecting proximal points (Fig. 6-B), explaining, “Even when I was just interested in one specific point, I could ask them to brief me about it along with other (visually) nearby data.”

**Confirmatory visual query** involves marking specific points or areas, overlapping with information already in the textual query. Despite the text already containing the analysis target, visual markings were still added, leading to a redundant representation. P22 remarked, “Sending over a picture made me feel like the AI was right there with me, looking at it and getting what I was aiming for. It felt easy and comfortable.” Beyond clarification, participants reported a positive sense of relief and control because communicating with an LLM through visualizations gave them a feeling of being closely connected (P2, P9, P10, P22).

### 6.2.2 Visual Answers

In our analysis of visual responses, we aimed to understand how the added visualization influenced users’ analytical process. We focused on the distinct impact of visual answers as opposed to text-only responses. For instance, while textual answers might introduce new data points for investigation, which are also highlighted in the visual answers, the contribution of visual answers might extend beyond merely presenting data points visually. We discovered that adding visual answers to textual responses enhanced user engagement with the visualization through two key functions: visual synchronization and visual comparison.

**Synchronized visual answer** refers to visual answers that adjust the visualization to mirror the ongoing discussion and improve the visibility of entities being discussed. This adjustment includes highlighting specific elements, focusing on pertinent areas to exclude irrelevant parts, and updating the timeline to correspond with the currently discussed year. This pattern also occurred in composition; for instance, when a user inquired about the price change of a specific stock, Naver, the visual response provided a later timestamp visualization, zoomed into a Service Industry sector that Naver belonged to, and highlighted Naver (Fig. 6-D).

Visually synchronized responses not only made the dense text more readable and engaging but also reduced the barrier for users to interact with visualizations directly. Many participants appreciated the accompaniment of visual clarification, highlighting their benefits over textual responses alone. These benefits included clarifying the focus of the textual information (P4, P7), easing the burden of digesting unfamiliar and lengthy text (P24, P5), and facilitating the matching of text with visualizations (P3). Furthermore, visual synchronization enabled users to stay directly engaged with visualizations by making relevant visual information readily accessible without the need for additional user actions. P24 was able to verify visually thanks to the visual response, whereas P3 couldn’t because there was no visual aid. P24 mentioned, “One side of the graph was so tiny I couldn’t even see the names. Without a picture, I might guess it’s in that tiny bit, but I can’t be sure. A picture let me check it myself.” Meanwhile, P3 shared, “The AI told me which stock was the biggest, but I couldn’t spot it. It didn’t show me where, and I couldn’t see it straight away, so I just didn’t bother searching.”

Synchronized visual answers sometimes functioned to locate specific points within a visualization against the clutter of other points. This could be intentional, as in the case where P24 specifically requested a specific country to be highlighted in the visualization, or incidental, as P5 described, “I completely missed that (the data point for) Ireland was hidden behind Luxembourg, but the AI’s highlight made it visible to me.”

**Comparative visual answer** involves placing two visualizations side by side (i.e., juxtaposition) that include comparable entities. In our experimental setup, this was achieved through comparisons either between the main visualization and a suggested one, or between two suggested visualizations. These entities might represent different data points within a single visualization or the same points across different times. For instance, in response to inquiries about changes in a specific region’s countries over time, the agent provided two visualizations highlighting the region in 1900 and 2018 (Fig. 6-E). This side-by-side arrangement initiated users to visually compare the entities. However, relying solely on visual comparison for deepening discussions had its limits, as highlighted by P16, who remarked, “Oh, comparing is a neat idea [...] But it just highlighted, and that’s all. Would’ve been nice to have some more explanation.”

### 6.3 Conflicting Effects of Chart Reading Guidance

We found a disparity between perceived performance and the actual insights gained from utilizing the LLM agent’s situated supports and visual communication aids. Even though participants thought they performed better with the text+visual aids LLM, both the actual insights gained and the time spent engaging with visualizations were notably less compared to the web search condition. The types of queries made by participants further magnify this conflict, with variations in their approach to using LLM assistance.

Quantitative analysis on cognitive load, the number of insights, and the visualization engagement time showed a significant difference between web search and text+vis LLM condition (Fig. 7). Through the NASA-TLX 4th subscale (Performance), participants reported themselves to be more successful with text+vis LLM than with web search, showing statistical significance under the Friedman test with the Nemenyi post-hoc test ($Q = 7.68, p < .05$). Conversely, the actual number of insights reported was significantly higher in the web search condition than in text+vis LLM condition ($Q = 7.40, p < .05$). The Friedman test [51] and the Nemenyi post-hoc test [52] are non-parametric versions of the repeated measures ANOVA. These tests do not require additional assumptions and are more appropriate for ordinal Likert-scale data. Additionally, participants who most preferred web search ($n = 3$) and text-only LLM ($n = 7$) generated significantly more insights compared to those favoring text+vis LLM ($n = 16$) ($t(24) = 3.30, p < .05$). Furthermore, participants who most preferred text+vis LLM spent significantly less time engaging with visualizations than those
Although participants believed they performed best with text+vis LLM compared to a web search engine through NASA-TLX 4th subscale (A), the actual number of insights gathered was lower (B). This pattern persisted among participants who expressed a preference for the text+vis LLM over the web search engine (C). Furthermore, participants who preferred the text+vis LLM spent significantly less time engaging with visualizations compared to those who preferred the web search engine (D). (*: p < .05)

Query types showed different trends between participants with insights below and above the median. who preferred web search, under the one-way ANOVA with Tukey’s HSD post-hoc test ($F(2,75) = 3.66, p < .05$). While the statistical significance is mostly between text+vis LLM and web search condition, there is a trend showing a monotonic transition from web search condition to text-only LLM, and then to text+vis LLM (Fig. 7). These findings highlight a discrepancy between perceived performance and actual engagement and insight generation, indicating a potential adverse effect of LLM’s situated support and the enhanced interaction of visualization-mediated communication.

To delve deeper into insight disparity, we divided participants into fewer-insight and more-insight group based on the median number of insights per participant. Analysis of their query types (Fig. 8) revealed the fewer-insight group predominantly used broad-domain specific-outcome queries (e.g., “Which country releases the most CO2 from land use change?”), while the more-insight group employed more narrow-domain abstract-outcome queries (e.g., “Can you tell me about any issues related to CGV stock in 2023?”). The proportion of broad-domain specific-outcome queries was higher in the fewer-insight group ($t(24) = 1.83, p = 0.08, d = 0.72$), although not meeting the traditional significance level but displaying a medium to large effect size. Conversely, the more-insight group used more narrow-domain abstract-outcome queries ($U(12) = 49.5, p = 0.07, r = 0.41$), again not significant but with a large effect size, highlighting a distinct query approach based on insight levels. Note that the latter comparison employed a non-parametric Mann-Whitney U test because it did not pass Shapiro-Wilk Test and Levene’s Test, failing to meet the assumptions required for a t-test.

More-insight reporters who also preferred search or text-only LLM (P5, P11, P18, P21) engaged charts firsthand and used an LLM agent as a supplementary tool. Although they were unfamiliar with the visualization itself, their prior data analysis experience guided their chart analysis process, leading them to seek practical assistance to use their time more efficiently. They sought help in rearranging hard-to-read parts in charts and calculating statistics. LLM responses echoing identifiable chart content were deemed unhelpful (P5, P11, P18), and LLM’s recommended follow-up questions and visual queries were seen as lacking informative value (P18). Their preference leaned towards familiar textual communication and web search rather than spending time formulating queries for LLM (P5, P21).

Fewer-insight reporters who also most preferred text+vis LLM (P3, P12, P22) appreciated guidance features for resolving their difficulties and uncertainty with charts. Reading charts posed a challenge, leading to reliance on the LLM agent which they believed “comprehend the chart perfectly […] and answer chart-related queries effectively” (P22). They faced difficulties in formulating questions, and blamed themselves for insufficiently using the LLM agent due to this challenge. Recommended questions and visual queries provided a respite from such difficulties, making them “feel more understood” by the LLM.

**7 DISCUSSION**

7.1 Language Models in Visualization Literacy

We investigated whether visual communication with the LLM can enhance literacy in complex visualization. Our results show that users could effectively learn to decode visualizations. They learned to interpret visualizations through direct questioning and avoid data misinterpretation with corrections from LLM agents. Yet, the concept of literacy spans from merely decoding underlying values to reading trends, connecting with outside knowledge, and personalizing information [4], [53], [19]. Conflicting results were observed in understanding bigger trends and personalizing insights. LLMs and visual communication led users to
believe they were more successful, while both the interaction time with visualizations and the number of user-reported insights decreased. This aligns with the disfluency effect [54], which states that easily learned knowledge is easily forgotten.

Upon closer examination, two contrasting interaction patterns emerged. Participants with more familiarity with data analysis leveraged the LLM to gain higher-level insights, actively interacting with the charts and avoiding trivial questions while discussing with LLM agents. Conversely, those less familiar or motivated preferred LLM interaction over engaging with the charts. These two groups also varied in their queries; the former group often asked about broader, abstract topics related to specific areas of interest, while the latter group preferred to ask the LLM to pinpoint specific results, instead of extracting information directly from the charts.

These results can be viewed in light of the concepts of visualization onboarding [55], [56], [57] and visualization guidance [58]. Although the distinction between these concepts is not always clear, onboarding focuses on teaching users how to read and interpret data visualizations, whereas guidance helps users engage with visualizations to achieve specific objectives (e.g., performing data analysis [56]). In this context, LLMs and visual communication effectively onboard participants by enabling detailed questions about visualizations. As participants became familiar with visualizations and proceeded to analysis, the role of LLMs evolved into guidance for data analysis. For example, using LLMs for trivial questions about charts represents onboarding support, whereas detailed topic discussions with LLMs served as a guidance for finding deeper meaning in the data.

Guidance can be designed differently based on users’ characteristics and goals. Objectives can range from encouraging engagement with visualizations in everyday scenarios from various perspectives, educating effective visualization techniques, to leading users towards more sophisticated analyses using visualizations as tools. One of the critical aspects in this topic is to distinguish independent learning from blind replication of guidance. We believe that such active learning occurred in our experiment. If the users had merely repeated the LLM responses without actual learning, they should have been able to report more insights with LLM than with web search because language models are more suitable for providing off-the-shelf insights compared to web search. The actual results were the opposite. Further research may explore whether learning can occur independently without guidance, and how LLM support for learning visualization differs from support for visualization consumption. In our experiment, users reported insights after exploring visualizations, but other evaluation schemes could also be considered. These might include identifying similar insights in different charts or employing literacy tests [19]. Additionally, preventing users from misinterpreting charts due to LLM hallucinations would be a critical consideration for fostering independent learning.

7.2 Comparison with NOVIS Model

Our motivation and task formation shares much with the NOVIS model [2], a cognitive model for novices encountering unfamiliar visualizations. Here we compare our findings with the model to understand how the incorporation of an LLM and visual communication altered the dynamics. According to the NOVIS model, novices encountering an unfamiliar visualization undergo a series of steps: they construct an interpretive frame, explore the visualization within this frame, and then either revise the frame based on their findings or struggle due to failure. Our finding suggests that the inclusion of an LLM affects most of these stages.

On one hand, during the construction and refinement of their interpretive frame, novices had the option to directly consult an LLM for specific inquiries about the chart. For example, they could highlight particular data points and elements they have yet to understand. The NOVIS model revealed that novices tend to adhere to their initially constructed frame, and when it comes to revising a misunderstood frame, they typically depended on familiar cues they could interpret. This context underscores the value of LLM’s situated support in offering correct and timely feedback, addressing the cognitive challenges novices encounter.

On the other hand, during the exploration phase of the visualization, reliance on the LLM could detract from novices’ direct interaction with the visualization. The NOVIS model breaks down the exploration process into three parts: retrieving information from the visualization, recalling domain and personal knowledge, and engaging in unrestricted exploration. In our study, some participants predominantly used the LLM for information retrieval and as a source of domain knowledge. While beneficial, this approach might have bypassed the inherent exploratory process that fosters direct engagement with the visualization, leading to reduced visual exploration. Indeed, we found that novices who most preferred the LLM’s support spent significantly less time engaging with the visualization and gained significantly fewer insights from it.

In this context, visual communication with the LLM emerged as a pivotal mechanism that redirects users’ attention back to the visualization. Visual responses, aligned with the users’ textual discussions, served as constant prompts for users to consult the visualization. Additionally, the ability to pose visual questions allowed users to express abstract ideas directly onto the visualizations, facilitating a deeper engagement where the visualization remained central to their reasoning process. Both our study and the NOVIS model observed the challenges with verbalization; within the NOVIS model, participants struggled to articulate their thoughts upon encountering the visualization, tending to offer abstract impressions or focus on general visual traits. In our study, although participants encountered similar challenges in formulating textual questions for LLM, this obstacle was effectively overcome through intuitively highlighting their areas of focus using visual questioning.

7.3 Visual Communication with Language Models

We enabled visual communication with the LLM through visual annotation features, such as point highlighting, rectangular area marking, and zooming. These features supported users in delivering their ideas to the LLM agent; for users with a specific inquiry target in mind, annotations offered a means to select data points that were difficult or impossible
to identify using text alone. For those with a more abstract focus, yet to be articulated, annotations served as a visual language to express such focus. Participants developed their unique visual language schemes, expecting the agent to interpret these (e.g., using a rectangular area as a filter, or a sequence of annotations as a request for comparison). Whether driven by specific objectives or curiosity, annotations provided both new capabilities and affordances; they enabled expressions previously unavailable, and conversely, nudged users to explore visualizations with these capabilities.

Our findings call for further examination of annotations as a medium for communicating with visualizations. The scope of annotation capabilities extends beyond our prototype system [59], [60], covering diverse targets (e.g., data marks, axes, labels), goals (e.g., nuanced visualization, decoration, personalization), forms (e.g., arrows, background colors, custom icons), and computational relationships (e.g., marking average values, highlighting marks below a specific value, drawing trend lines). These variations can be personalized to serve as an individual’s language and, conversely, can prompt different perspectives and cognitive engagements with visualizations. Understanding how visualization novices harness the expressive potential of annotations could inform future system development. Furthermore, annotation is also an active thought process that reflexively influences users’ sense-making [61], [62]. During the active reading of visualization, individuals naturally engage with tools for pointing and drawing free-form annotations as part of their thought process [12]. Thus, incorporating free-drawing input into communication with LLMs could enhance the customization of on-demand visualization guides for everyday use. The recent advancements in LLMs, especially those with image modality capabilities [63], showcase the potential for achieving this integration.

7.4 Limitation and Future Work

7.4.1 Toward Complex, Composite Visualizations

We selected scatterplots, treemaps, and parallel coordinates as our target visualization for their relevance to everyday contexts and their balance of simplicity and informativeness. However, the complexity of a visualization may impact users’ learning processes, calling for further examination in future work. There are many options to incorporate additional complexity to visualization. For instance, we could enhance scatterplots with trajectories to show changes over time, or increase the hierarchical depth in treemaps for more detailed data representation. Other advanced visualization types, such as network visualizations and flow diagrams, are also options. If we prioritize explorability over clear insights embedded in the visualizations, options can further extended to composite visualizations. Dashboard visualizations, like those consumed during COVID-19 [64], have been widespread within the general public. Visual analytic features on dashboards, such as brushing and linking, offer additional educational opportunities.

7.4.2 Toward Creating and Evaluating Visualization

Our study explored the impact of on-demand visualization support on enhancing visualization literacy. Yet, its application might also extend to visualization creation and evaluation. Many of our participants expressed a desire not only to analyze individual charts but also to create and compare multiple charts for deeper insights. Future research could explore whether this on-demand support effectively aids in creating and evaluating various visualizations, whether for exploratory data analysis or authoring personalized visualizations. Another opportunity can be enabling users to evaluate design issues of visualization. Enhancing visualization literacy could involve not just understanding but also critiquing and improving upon design shortcomings [65], which is a topic increasingly discussed by visualization practitioner on social media platforms [66].

7.4.3 Enriching Text-only Communication of Visualization

We observed that in the text-only condition, participants mostly referred to specific visual marks using their names or identifiers. It was possible to ask questions about visual aspects using text (e.g., “the green square in the top right”), but the frequent use of identifiers indicates that participants preferred to focus on the data aspect rather than the visual aspect. One hypothesis is that for novices, reading familiar text fragments is cognitively easier than describing visual elements. Another possibility is that users have low expectations of AI and thus aim to be as precise as possible. This tendency may vary with different visualization settings; for instance, a treemap without data labels might yield more visual-oriented questions. Future research could explore how users’ primary focus shifts between textual, numerical, and visual aspects depending on specific contexts in text-based communication about visualizations with LLMs. Such research could inform the design of text-only visualization interactions with LLM, considering the limited access to visual communication methods.

7.4.4 Communicating Visualizations with LLM

In our research, we meticulously detailed every visible element of visualizations in text to effectively communicate with LLM. This method was adequate for our current scope, but extending it to a broader array of visualizations necessitates further exploration into how to ensure effective communication. This is particularly crucial for visualizations that rely heavily on human perception, such as those utilizing Gestalt principles, where simple textual descriptions may not suffice. We can leverage insights from research on generating captions for visualizations, such as from the accessibility domain, to bridge this gap.

Furthermore, we identified an opportunity to better align the LLM’s understanding of annotation use with human practices. Our study did not specify preferences for types of annotations, leading to an observation where the LLM predominantly opted for zooming and highlighting points over rectangular selections, likely due to their directness compared to the more abstract nature of area annotations. This insight prompts us to consider teaching an LLM more about the human approach to annotations, potentially improving how it communicates with users through a more intuitive and human-like use of visual annotations.
7.4.5 Diversifying the Study Population

We defined novices as individuals who have not received formal education in visualization and do not frequently encounter visualization in their daily lives. We recruited users from a local community platform. The majority of our participants were in their 20s or 30s, and a significant portion of them were capable of or had at least experienced data analysis. As the learning patterns of visualization novices may vary based on other characteristics of the group [25], future research could expand the study to diverse age groups (e.g., individuals over 50, elementary school students) and consider controlling for data literacy as a new variable.

8 Conclusion

We explored the role of Large Language Models (LLMs) in supporting individuals who are unfamiliar with advanced visualizations. Our LLM-based interface, allowing both text and visual interaction on charts, was commended for its contextual support and enhanced guidance. Despite these benefits, we observed a potential unintended side effect of such guidance feature: reduced insight gained from and engagement with visualizations, especially among individuals with limited motivation and data literacy. The results suggest that LLMs hold both the potential to provide effective on-demand support for novices interpreting unfamiliar visualizations and the risk of leading to over-reliance. On one hand, we suggest that future research could more actively utilize language models to improve higher-level visualization literacy, such as the creation and evaluation of visualizations. On the other hand, to ensure users do not neglect the inherent strengths of visualization due to over-reliance on LLMs, visual communication features could be further enhanced and diversified to cover a broader spectrum of visualization annotation spaces.
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